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Gendering Processes of Institutional Design: Activists at the Negotiating Table: Sheila Meintjes, Alice Brown and Valerie Oosterveld in Conversation with Laura McLeod and Rachel Johnson

Laura McLeod, University of Manchester, Manchester, United Kingdom

Rachel Johnson, University of Manchester, Manchester, United Kingdom

Sheila Meintjes, University of the Witswatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa

Alice Brown, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom

Valerie Oosterveld, University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada

The creation of new institutions can open up opportunities to bring about political change sought by marginalised groups. Feminists may want to seize windows of opportunity to advance a gender justice and equality agenda alongside other reforms. However, the negotiation processes through which new institutions are designed are often male-dominated and lack female and feminist voices. Even when included, women seeking to develop an agenda for transformation may be co-opted or muted by the embedded masculinity and institutional complexity of the sites in which they find themselves. These concerns were raised at a roundtable titled ‘Gendering Institutional Design Process and Negotiations’ that was organized as part of the Gendering New Institutions Workshop held at the University of Manchester on 7-8th November 2013.1 We asked
gender advocates involved in the negotiation processes surrounding the design of three new institutions during the 1990s to reflect upon their experiences. The conversation presented here is an edited version of this roundtable discussion.ii

All the panel members are academics who were involved as civil society representatives in formal processes of institutional change, all of which are often seen as success stories of feminist intervention. Sheila Meintjes spoke about her experiences as a member of the Women’s National Coalition involved in the drafting of a new Constitution for post-apartheid South Africa. Following decades of anti-apartheid struggle, formal multi-party negotiations from 1990 onwards resulted in an interim Constitution in 1993, South Africa’s first democratic election in 1994, and the subsequent drafting of a final Constitution by 1996. Alice Brown discussed the design of the new Scottish Parliament accompanying the devolution of powers from Westminster to new national elected bodies in Scotland and Wales in 1997-1998. These design processes built upon earlier civil society and political discussions around independence and devolution. Valerie Oosterveld reflected upon her participation in the international negotiations that took place in 1997-1998 that led to the drafting of the Rome Statute and the establishment of the International Criminal Court. The panel was joined by members of the audience, many of whom also had negotiation experiences. Some of their comments are included below.

The conversation between different activists involved in institutional design in various contexts highlights several comparative insights. As such, it expands the focus of the current literature on gender and institutional change, which tends to concentrate on single-case studies (for instance Fearon 1999; Hassim 2007). We asked the speakers to reflect upon the practical realities of
reaching the table and to recall what it was like for women once they were present, and in particular the pressures and responsibilities that they encountered in including gender concerns. Emerging from all three accounts was the importance of informal relationships that bolstered any official presence that women had achieved. In this respect academic women themselves played key roles, straddling activist and expert status. The conversation also presented insights into the changing nature of the women’s movement, and reflections on the politics of being seen as (too) feminist and of making demands as women in negotiation processes.

**Laura McLeod**: Can you tell us something about how you got involved in the negotiation processes?

**Sheila Meintjes**: In the 1970s and 1980s, the woman’s movement in South Africa was diverse and included consciousness raising groups among students and anti-apartheid activists, women’s activism in trade unions and civic bodies, as well as women’s organisations fighting gender violence and taking a stand against apartheid. That early organising was crucial to establishing the Women’s Coalition that formed in 1991-1992.

Things changed very quickly after the exiled movements were unbanned in 1990 and came home. It was a bit of a dream. There was still some criticism on the left about liberalism and nationalism but it was tempered by the possibilities and the excitement of the constitutional talks, of creating a new state.
However, negotiations for a new South African constitution meant that a new distance developed between the people, those of us who were creating the new society on the ground, and the movements sitting around the table. That was the context in which the women in the political parties -- who were close to the leaders -- decided that what was needed to influence and to change the way in which these negotiations were proceeding, was a strong and united women’s voice. A coalition of women’s organisations would make demands on the negotiations, to take on board what women wanted and needed, and perhaps more importantly, to include more women in the negotiating teams.

The idea for a women’s coalition came from cross-party women’s leadership. The single most formidable person there was Frene Ginwala in the African National Congress (ANC), who had been close to the ANC leader Oliver Tambo in exile. She became the driver of all of this. Ginwala harnessed a team around her to implement the demands of the women’s movement and I am proud to say I was one of the members of her team.

Alice Brown: There are a lot of parallels between my experience in Scotland and that of Sheila’s in South Africa during the 1990s. As an academic, I was operating in different sets of negotiations – some formal, some informal, some institutional, and some as part of the broader women’s movement and social movement arena. We were working within the context of a very male-dominated political culture in Scotland, based on the Westminster model of parliamentary democracy. There was also the widespread opposition to Thatcherism in Scotland, which acted as a way of bringing people together, from other political parties and civil society, to think about creating an alternative to the ideology in London. This included discussions to establish an
alternative institutional structure for a new Scottish Parliament which we hoped would engender a new political culture.

Before devolution, the Labour government set up a consultative steering group in order to design the procedures and processes for the Scottish Parliament in advance of the election of its first members. This more formal approach emerged out of the realisation that if newly elected members turned up on day one without a framework in place, there was the danger that they would just adopt Westminster rules by default. I was asked to join the group as an academic who had already given evidence to the Scottish Constitutional Convention and who had also served on one of their commissions that had looked at different electoral systems and at the possibilities for designing gender equality into some of these plans.

**Laura:** What did the steering group do?

**Alice:** The steering group was very important because it argued for four key principles to underpin the work of the Scottish Parliament, one of which was equal opportunities, but it also made recommendations for an equal opportunities committee within the Parliament, once established, and for an equality unit within the government itself. It was a group made up of people who had been very active in the devolution campaign, but we were being institutionalised in the sense that we were being brought in by the civil servants to help them design this new Parliament.

Laura: Valerie, how did you begin your work on the ICC?
Valerie Oosterveld: In 1997-1998, I was involved in the negotiations to create the first permanent International Criminal Court, or ICC, in two different ways. I was first involved in 1997 and early 1998 as an NGO representative. At the time, I was a graduate student at Columbia Law School in New York City, and I was asked by the Canadian NGO, International Centre for Human Rights and Democratic Development, to represent it at the negotiations. I was undertaking graduate research in the field of international criminal law and gender issues, so I was asked to act within something new called the ‘Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice’.

In the summer of 1998, my involvement shifted. The Foreign Minister of Canada decided that he wanted to have a gender expert on the Canadian delegation, given the importance he placed on the gender-sensitivity of the Rome Statute. I was asked to join the Canadian delegation to the final set of negotiations on the Rome Statute, called the United Nations Diplomatic Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Establishment of an International Criminal Court, which ran from June 15–July 17, 1998. What that meant, though, was that I went from being the lobbyist to being the lobbied.

Rachel Johnson: How did you operate as a member of the Women’s Caucus?

Valerie: At the time of the drafting of the Rome Statute, Canada’s Foreign Minister pursued a human security agenda. Part of that agenda included gender-sensitive international criminal justice. This meant that initially there was a common overarching point of view between Canada and the Women’s Caucus. When I was an NGO representative, I would approach the Canadian delegation and present the recommendations of the Women’s Caucus by drawing upon positive and negative lessons learned from the International Criminal Tribunals for the Former
Yugoslavia and Rwanda. Often, the Canadian representative would agree with the lessons learned and would ask for suggestions for the wording of draft proposals. This meeting of minds between states (not only Canada, but many others) and the Women’s Caucus accomplished a great deal early on in the process: for example, in August 1997, the Women’s Caucus succeeded in getting five new references to gender issues added into the draft statute, followed by additional references in December 1997 and March 1998.

The Women’s Caucus itself adapted a consensus decision-making model. During my time with the Caucus, I was involved in many extremely long and challenging meetings, where we would hash out our positions for the next day. We got very little sleep during these negotiations because it would take so long to come to a consensus feminist position. And then, the next day, we would lobby on those positions, and then there would be a new day that we had to plan for as a result. It was a very productive time and the Women’s Caucus was growing rapidly to include hundreds and hundreds of organisations around the world. The Caucus was bolstered by a UN Human Rights Commission resolution in April 1997 that encouraged states involved in the ICC negotiations to take a gender perspective.

During my time with the Women’s Caucus, it was relatively unopposed except by, in a quiet way, certain states that would indicate in corridor discussions that they did not really want the word ‘gender’ to be in the ICC statute. That quiet and subtle opposition radically changed by the time of the final set of negotiations in June and July 1998, as Christian Right organisations became very organised, working with the Holy See and conservative Middle Eastern states to
create a sustained public opposition to the gender provisions that had been already proposed and included in the draft statute.

Laura: Could you tell us more about how your change of role – from the Caucus to the Canadian delegation – altered what you did on a day-to-day basis?

Valerie: At the Diplomatic Conference, I would be approached by the Women’s Caucus every morning and one or more members would update me on what their discussions had been the night before and their priorities for that day. I would also speak to other NGO representatives – for example, Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch. I would attend the Canadian delegation meeting, inform the other delegation members of the various NGO concerns on the current drafts of the gender-specific language, and the delegation would jointly formulate its own – Canadian -- perspective, taking into account any directives from headquarters in Ottawa and developments on other issues at the Rome negotiations.

Initially there was some overlap between my past role as an NGO representative and my role on the Canadian delegation, simply because I had been deeply involved in drafting the final lobby document of the Women’s Caucus in the months prior to the Diplomatic Conference (before being asked to join the delegation) and was therefore very familiar with the Caucus’ point of view. As I became part of the Canadian delegation, there was less and less overlap; in that, from the point of the other diplomats, I was part of the Canadian delegation and, from the point of view of the Canadian delegation, I was a state representative sent on behalf of Canada to act in the various negotiations. I was not part of the collective strategy of the Women’s Caucus any longer.
At the end of that whole process, in July 1998, the resulting Rome Statute was hailed for being extremely gender sensitive, in comparison with the international criminal institutions that had come before it. So it was considered a good news story; it was considered that the ICC would recognise gender realities in a more fulsome manner than any other international criminal institution had done until that time.

Rachel: How did the process of negotiation work?

Valerie: The ICC negotiations were largely conducted by consensus up until the second-to-last day and the final day of the Diplomatic Conference. Our starting point was the International Law Commission’s draft statute, which was gender-neutral or gender insensitive, depending on your point of view. The word ‘gender’ did not appear in that draft statute, which, admittedly, was much shorter and more basic than the resulting Rome Statute. Therefore, every gender-sensitive addition had to be proposed. This fact, combined with the consensus standard, naturally put gender-sensitive states and activists at a strategic negotiation disadvantage because, if any proposal was opposed in any sustained manner, it would then have to be altered or watered down so as to reach consensus.

As the deadline for the end of the Diplomatic Conference, and therefore the negotiations, came nearer, tensions rose, as you can imagine. The exchanges with NGOs narrowed quite a bit and, by the end, the informal processes between diplomats became incredibly important. Most of the strategic negotiations had moved into what is called, in diplomatic parlance, ‘informal informals’. Informal informals exclude NGOs and all states that do not have a direct interest in particular issues.
Laura: How different were the national level negotiations in Scotland and South Africa as opposed to the international arena?

Alice: It is not every day that one has the opportunity to create a new parliament and particularly in peaceful circumstances. We asked ourselves, if the new Scottish Parliament was not going to be like Westminster, what is it going to look like? Women in the convention argued that women needed to be included in this new system in a meaningful way. We created a Women’s Co-ordination Group, bringing together women from different groups. This prepared the ground for what happened next.

The women involved in the devolution process recognised that the creation of this new institution provided a particular and unique opportunity to ensure that the new House was not predominantly occupied by men. This window of opportunity also helped persuade women from different political and non-political backgrounds to put aside their differences temporarily to work together in a strategic and co-ordinated way to achieve a more representative parliament. So the focus was very much on getting women into this new House, that is, we focused upon women’s representation. But it was also part of a vision about new politics, and public debate about what to do when you got a new Parliament and what difference it could make to the lives of women, men, and children. We argued that if Scotland itself had a democratic deficit, in terms of representation in Westminster, then women had a double democratic deficit because we were not even there [at Westminster]. And we were successful in putting women’s representation high on the political agenda. The issue became relevant within parties, in that it became a matter over which they competed, and it also attracted significant media attention.
We had a vision for a new Parliament, with new ways of working that would be more accessible and more attractive to women. A lot of ideas emerged from a 1992 conference called *Changing the Face of Scottish Politics*, where people imagined the difference that having a new Parliament with equal representation could make. They imagined how policies could be different if you had a ‘female’ perspective on different policy issues and not just those areas of policy traditionally associated with women.

**Rachel:** Did you operate by consensus too?

**Alice:** We sought consensus on the key objective of getting more women into the new Parliament and decisions were collectively taken at meetings of the coordination group. We attempted to build alliances by using discussion and evidence to support the case for positive action, to ensure that this once in a lifetime opportunity was not missed. We had clear objectives, clear priorities. But of course the strategies also involved obtaining the support of key men in the constitutional process and also engaging the media.

I was both an insider and an outsider in both of these processes as I was involved with both the formal, institutionalised part as well as the more social movement part of this process.

The main pressures came in negotiating a position that the majority of women could support, and that was not always easy or successful. There were still big differences based on nationalism, left/right politics and so on, and with some women it was very hard to get beyond that.

**Sheila:** We faced similar issues in South Africa. The key idea of an independent coalition, the Women’s National Coalition (WNC) as it came to be called, was that it would embrace groups
from all parts of political life in South Africa, spanning both the far left and the far right. Civil society organisations, the churches, religious groups, rape crisis centres, federations of women’s institutes, burial societies, and savings clubs. Even Afrikaner women’s associations were part of the process. And I cannot tell you what it was like, sitting around a table with people who had been supporting the boys on the borders and, on the other side, those who had been fighting. We sat around the table and we identified the subject on which there was agreement. Gender equality in the Constitution: that was it. That was what we could agree on; we agreed that we would have a Charter or some other document that would embrace gender equality in the ways that women wanted.

The WNC held – any social scientist would think it was crazy - something like a thousand focus groups throughout South Africa between February and August 1993. We accessed two million women. It was an incredible process, a mobilising and education campaign accompanied by a research process to elicit demands, hopes, and dreams. Trying to do both together did not always work. It was messy, but a small group of us managed to pull together the Women’s Charter for Effective Equality. Time was of the essence, and several of us spent days and nights creating a draft that went to all the regions. The research group travelled around the regions to present and discuss the Charter before the Convention was held to ratify the final version, just before the elections.

The other major contribution of the WNC was to debate the institutional design that would be necessary for promoting and protecting Gender Equality. What did we want in the post-Apartheid period? So we had all these demands, but how were we going to implement them?
This was where we drew in international dimensions. We had a huge conference in May 1993 that brought in people from all over the world to share their experiences. But we had already decided, actually, what institutional design we wanted! We just wanted everybody to corroborate that our design was going to work.

**Laura:** What was it like to be involved at that moment of change?

**Sheila:** It was exciting! It was like living on the edge. In the 1980s there was this sense within our organisations that we were really creating a new society from the ashes of the old. In the Cape, for instance, in the United Women’s Organisation (formed in 1981), we had creative groups that put on plays about the double shift and we invited all the men to come. We lampooned men who came home demanding to be fed and served. Our partners ran a crèche at all our meetings; they did the cooking. We discussed and debated what participatory democracy would be like, from local to national. It was more than a great story – it was a great time.

**Alice:** Well it was fun, it was exciting, but it was also damn hard work because all of us were doing this in addition to our daily jobs. And it required a strategic and a coordinated approach based on this vision, this aspiration and the motivation of people involved. It needed sustained effort and the making and the remaking of the arguments in different arenas, and the writing and the rewriting of papers. We thought things were agreed, we thought things were institutionalised, but often they were not. The sections in relation to gender were written out and we had to keep writing them back in again.
Fiona MacKay (University of Edinburgh): What has struck me is the amount of groundwork laid in all three cases, and how important resources have been, not simply monetary but in terms of relationships. It seems there is a confluence of factors which when combined with an opening, even a short or compromised opening, enabled change.

Rachel: Yes, how important were relationships and resources in getting gender on the agenda?

Sheila: For us in South Africa, relationships were important. We had already, in a sense, convinced the internal movements that gender equality was really important. It was the exiles that we had to draw in.

International Conventions were a really important resource and bargaining tool for us as well because we signed the conventions early on, after the 1994 elections.

The WNC received a lot of funding from abroad. We were the flavour of the month in the 1990s. We had a huge amount of money to mount our campaign, and we had office staff for two years. So we were well resourced in that sense, but we were very carefully monitored by the international community. I think that did make a difference in the way in which the institutions were set up. Our vision for the gender machinery was one that the government just took over holus-bolus and it just pushed through what we wanted as a Coalition. The strong consensus about the gender machinery grew from the manner in which the WNC was structured, and enabled a collective perspective to be established that included the thinking of a range of academics, activists, and political party members.
Alice: I think we were relatively lucky in the sense that the women’s committee of the Scottish Trade Union Congress, the STUC, took a central role. They were already organised and the STUC played a central role in the constitution-building itself by bringing the women’s groups together, creating the women’s coordination group. The leader of the STUC at that time, Campbell Christie, was very supportive of women in the campaign and indeed was one of the campaigners. The STUC also provided the secretariat.

The women involved agreed on a plan and on a division of labour. Some women provided sandwiches for the meeting, others baked cakes, and I always remember one woman who came along to every meeting, did not say very much, ate the sandwiches, and did her knitting. I never quite worked out who she was and what her contribution was! But my role was clear, it was to provide evidence from research studies and international examples to support the case for women’s representation, and crucially to understand the mechanisms that would make it happen.

Valerie: Relationships were also important in the Rome negotiations: for instance, we would strategically align ourselves with certain states. The members of the Canadian delegation at the Diplomatic Conference were given a certain degree of autonomy. For instance, I was asked to negotiate the provision on whether there should be a balance of male and female judges. My directions were general: to ensure that the resulting language promotes gender-sensitive justice. I worked very closely with likeminded state representatives like Cate Steains and Indira Rosenthal from Australia, with US diplomats and others who were pressing the same points of view.

Laura: How did you get gender issues onto the agenda?
Sheila: In the Women’s National Coalition our problem was that we did not interact officially with the technical people who were in the back rooms drawing up the Constitution, for instance, and were not always sitting on the negotiating table. So it was at the last minute, that a key drafter, Fink Haysom, who had been a legal activist during the apartheid years, ‘one of us’, reached out to one of our legal team members, Cathi Albertyn, and said ‘Oh my God, we haven’t got anything on gender in the Bill of Rights’. Her response was ‘What do you mean? We’ve been talking about gender equality for a long time! Here they are, sixteen points outlining substantive issues around gender equality - put it in’. Those were the kinds of personal relationships that were really important. But it was at the eleventh hour, it was the day before the Constitution was to leave the desk and gender was not in there!

Fionnuala Ni Aoláin (University of Minnesota and University of Ulster): Same in Belfast!iii

Sheila: Provision for the Commission for Gender Equality was put in at the last minute, and we had been talking about it for years, you know. So in a way, what happens – and it is very important -- is that the feminists have talked and agreed amongst ourselves, but it needs to go beyond that.

Fionnuala: I am extraordinarily struck by the fracturing and the loss of that international women’s movement over the last decade, as we see in the crisis of funding and in the lack of capacity to network at international conferences. In the context of contemporary post-conflict settings, the loss of a vibrant international women’s movement, and weakening and fragmentation of that movement, is actually a significant loss for the national level; and it is affecting, I think, institutional capacity.
Monica McWilliams (who was elected to represent the Northern Ireland Women’s Coalition during the negotiation talks leading up to the Good Friday Agreement of 1998) and I have talked about this. She describes how the women’s movement in Belfast in the 1960s and 1970s was a cooperative and non-professionalised space in which women’s activity worked. And that, in some sense, enabled presence in ways that the professionalization of the women’s activist space no longer does. So we all wear suits now and we sound like the boys. We arrive unencumbered by childcare responsibilities (even if that is not the reality). I am wondering how that affects the design and potential of engendering processes and the moves towards inclusion. There is a question, to me, around what the institutional trade-off has been for feminists to be in that negotiating space in the first place.

Rachel: So then, did the institutional context of the negotiations mean that you had to present your gender or feminist goals differently?

Sheila: What is interesting about the ways in which gender performativity operates is how it varies within the settings that we have found ourselves in. The nature of the gender relations within the ANC were highly politicised and very complex. We were dealing with tradition and customs and, through the WNC, we were pushing something that was completely alien. The face-to-face relationships were really important in that context. The trust that had been built up over the years was indeed very significant.

Alice: People then were very active and thinking about different ways of organising their lives. I think back to the 1970s when we thought for a time that we were oppressing our children by bringing them up in nuclear families, and that it would be a good idea for us to go off and join
communes. I remember that I went on one holiday with friends to this commune in south-west Scotland and my daughters tell me it is one of the most damaging experiences they had growing up! I subjected them to a house full of strangers -- a house they thought was dirty, and where there was no food! And it is funny when you reflect back and you think of some of the things that mobilised you at certain times and wonder where all of that radicalism has gone.

We have often been asked why we concentrated on representation -- a very liberal demand -- rather than, for instance, women’s reproductive rights. But for us at that time, it was not an either/or because one was seen as the means to an end.

**Valerie:** Sometimes gender limitations are a result of the very process of negotiating. The penultimate day of the ICC negotiations saw Canada, Chile, the United Arab Emirates, and Saudi Arabia basically directed to work together to find a definition for the term ‘gender’, which had become incredibly politicised. We were, of course, from diametrically opposed positions, where one side wanted the word ‘gender’ out and the other side wanted it in with a sociological understanding that also included sexual orientation. Given the need to come to an agreement, the end result is a very opaque definition, reliant on what diplomats call ‘constructive ambiguity’.

**Rachel:** Do you have any reflections on the process and what you might have done differently?

**Sheila:** The Women’s National Coalition did not last beyond the moment that we actually put this Women’s Charter together and the elections. The ANC was always going to win those first elections, so we were intent on forming alliances with the men in the organisation, which we did and the women’s caucus in Parliament put through a plethora of legislation that was seen as
progressive. So, one might say that a feminist lobby maintained its influence, to some extent.

Many individuals went into Parliament and others worked in institutions. I became a commissioner for Gender Equality; various other people entered politics or the administration. But the unity of purpose and the activism did not last. The institutionalisation and the progressive nature of the feminist project was demobilised as organisations morphed into the party or ‘NGOised’.

The WNC was a creature of its time, useful to the leading women in the ANC, and so did not have any real independence. The Commission on Gender Equality (CGE) worked very well for about a year after it was set up in 1997, but then there was a crisis when the first Chairperson was ‘deployed’ elsewhere. Leadership degenerated into appointments for veterans of the struggle. When I was appointed to the Commission in 2001, the CGE had become dysfunctional, and has limped along ever since, with successive Commissioners valiantly trying to turn it around. I am now quite cynical. Institutional design is problematic in my view. I think that we need it, but I am not sure that it really works.

Alice: The day that the Scottish Parliament opened, when so many women literally burst through the door and took their seats, was emotional because that moment kind of encapsulated all the hard work, and the impact of the work that had gone on.

But I think women activists may have underestimated the power and the impact of this Coalition of Women, and as a result failed to fully capitalise on it. There was no Women’s Caucus, or anything similar, after the Parliament was established, and that was one of the things we had hoped might happen. Perhaps we should have done more to realise one of our central ambitions,
which was to create a women’s centre, a meeting place for women outside the Parliament that could support the women in Parliament. There was a real recognition of the importance of a lot of these things, but we did not have the resources, or perhaps people got tired of actually pushing these things forward.

Also we should perhaps have been more proactive in our succession planning to help assure the sustainability of the campaign beyond the first Parliament. In a sense what we needed was a new campaign for the next stage, because we did a lot of the campaigning that Sheila talked about: conferences, lobbying, we produced things that were called action plans for political activists. All that stopped once the Parliament was established and the women were actually in there.

But I hope that those of us who went into government or public bodies afterwards had some impact in those institutions. So the movement itself may have fragmented, but I think we took with us a different kind of way in which we did the job. The support that you give other women in these institutions should not be underestimated. You are sensitised to the gender and the feminist agenda and even though you are in the institution, it does not mean that aspects of radicalism are completely forgotten.

Valerie: In hindsight, I wish I had known that ‘gender’ would become so incredibly contentious. Due to the realities of consensus negotiations, it might have been strategically helpful to put on the table more than we (as states representatives, as gender advocates) wanted, so that, when we were negotiated down, we were left with more of what we really wanted. Secondly, I wish that
we had planned ahead more for potential skirmishes, so as to be more prepared for the disagreements with the Holy See and conservative Arab states.

**Alice:** But, when it is all happening, when you are involved you are not theorising, you are not analysing and perhaps, this is to the detriment of some outcomes, but it is the politics of the moment. And as you say, time is crucial; you sometimes just had hours, days, minutes to produce something. Even though it was not going to perfect, you hoped that it was at least asserting a feminist women’s agenda. Framed in the more acceptable language of equality, the document could get some of the more radical demands through.

**Valerie:** That is true. The Women’s Caucus was already a complex tapestry of organisations. Sometimes the women actually present in the negotiations had been selected from a particular country to bring the views of many national groups to the international negotiations, and these women had to boil down what they were asking for as the Caucus worked to reach feminist consensus. So this process was difficult for the women. And of course, we would have liberal feminists and radical feminists and we did not necessarily agree. But we came to the conclusion that the train is in the station, the train is leaving the station, if we do not jump on the train right now, what is going to be the outcome? We will not be able to change it afterwards, so let us try and change it now, which I realise has its own inherent flaws.

We thought, to be honest, that what would happen is that we would push for keeping the term ‘gender’ on its own, without anything attached to it and then our fall back was the Beijing non-definition because the Holy See had accepted that before. When it was rejected, we were not adequately prepared with research into various definitions of gender used internally within the
UN or outside of the UN. Maybe we could have inundated the table with those definitions to come to a solution. On the other hand, what we were asked to do – come up with a state-drafted definition of the term acceptable to all – was new, so we had to walk the fine line of not alienating states.

**Laura:** Is there a fear of being seen as ‘too feminist’ or asking ‘too much’ by people whose support you need?

**Valerie:** Yes, there is that fear. For example, I was critiqued by the Christian Right representatives, who called me ‘that radical feminist’, yet within the Women’s Caucus I was sometimes viewed by radical feminists as being too liberal. So it was challenging to figure out exactly what line we were going to walk and which views would succeed in the discussions.

**Alice:** One of the media people called me one of the witches of devolution. So I was a witch. I suppose in the Scottish context, actually we asked for a lot from a liberal democratic perspective because to ask for fifty/fifty is still quite a radical demand in the UK political system, and indeed elsewhere. And so I make no apology for that. In that sense, we did set our sights high. What we also asked for was change in legislation; we wanted equality dimensions built into the Scotland Act. We had our own legal advice from feminists and constitutional lawyers, which was trumped by legal advice that the government of the day obtained. At that point in time, the leader of the Labour Party in Scotland, Donald Dewar, said ‘well I would do it but I cannot do it because my lawyers have told me this’. So even with the support of quite a few prominent MPs in the
Westminster Parliament, we lost these battles. So our demands were larger than what we got and at the end of the day, we had to accept that we were not going to get everything that we wanted.

**Sheila:** Well we asked for a lot, and we did not get it all. We asked for our Charter to be part of the Constitution and it was not.

**CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, we can draw out a number of implications from this conversation for how we understand negotiation processes as being gendered. In all three cases there were women who saw themselves as addressing prior exclusions. This motivated and framed their interventions. Whilst having individual women ‘at the table’ mattered, institutional change is never a one-woman show: relationships and being part of a bigger movement matter, not just in terms of resources, but also in terms of generating momentum and excitement. Certainly, there are powerful affective qualities to be gained from being part of a collective (Ahmed 2012: 36). Perhaps most significantly, these experiences highlight the fragility of making and retaining formal institutional changes: the accounts refer to many moments where opportunities and gains were precarious. It is hard work to ensure that gender gets onto and stays on the agenda, but the first step is to get women acting for women at the negotiating table and to mobilise others to support them.
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